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from the Underground (pre-Russian reform: алиски ийơ вовлллл; post-reform Russian: алиски ил вовловлу, Zapíski iz podpólʹya; [1] He presents himself as short of the baffling memories of a bitter, isolated, anonymous narrator (commonly referred to by critics as an underground man), who is a retired civil servant
living in St. Petersburg. The first part of the story is told in the form of a monologue through the diary of an underground man, attacking contemporary Russian philosophy, especially what needs to be done?. [2] The second part of the book is called Apropos of the Wet Snow and describes certain events that seem
devastating and sometimes in renew the underground person, who serves as a first person, an unreliable and anti-hero number. [3] Plot synopsis The novel is divided into two parts. Part 1: Underground serves as a prelude into the narrator's mind, the first part of notes from an underground divided into nine chapters: the
introduction promotes a number of puzzles whose meanings are further developed as narration continues. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 deal with the suffering and irrational pleasure of suffering. Chapters 5 and 6 discuss the moral and intellectual fluctuations that the narrator feels along with his conscious insecurities about
inertia – inaction. Chapters 7, 8 and 9 cover theories of logic and logic, closing with the last two chapters as a summary and beyond Part 2. The narrator points out that utopian society removes suffering and pain, but the person desires both things and needs them to be happy. He claims that removing pain and suffering
in society trouts one's freedom. He says society's cruelty causes humans to moan about pain only to spread their suffering to others. Unlike most people, who usually act out of revenge because they believe justice is the end, the underground man is aware of his problems and feels the desire for vengeance, but he
doesn't find it moral; Helplessness leads to angering the act itself with its comic circumstances. He feels that others like him exist, but he is constantly concentrating on his throes instead of actions to help him avoid the problems that torry him. The main problem for an underground man is that he has reached the point of
boredom [4] inactivity. He even admits that he prefers to be inactive out of laziness. The first part also gives a scathing crit-in on determinism, as well as intellectual attempts to dictate action and human behaviour by logic, which the underground man discusses in terms of the problem in simple mathematics: two Two
make four (cf. necessary). He argues that despite humanity's attempt to create the Crystal Palace, a reference to a famous symbol of utopia in what should be done by Nikolai Chernishevsky?, it is impossible to avoid the simple fact that anyone, at any time, can decide to act in a way that is not considered in his own self-
interest; Some will only do so to verify their existence and to die and confirm that they exist as individuals. The underground man mocks the kind of enlightened self-interest offered by Chernieshevsky as the basis for utopian society. The idea of cultural and legislative systems that rely on this rational egoism is what the
hero despises. The underground man embraces this ideal in praxis, and seems to blame him for his current state of unhappiness. [6] Part 2: Propus of the Wet Snow The second part of the story consists of three main passages that lead to the continuation of the underground man's consciousness. The first part is the
underground man's obsession with a policeman who once disrespected him in a pub. This policeman often walks by him on the street, seemingly without notice of his existence. He sees the officer on the street and thinks of ways to get revenge, eventually borrowing money to buy a higher-class coat and encounters an
officer to declare his equality. To the surprise of the resistance man, however, the officer didn't seem to notice it even happened. Section two The second segment is a dinner going out with some old-school friends to offer Zabarkov, one of their number, to say goodbye as he is transported out of town. The underground
man hated them when he was 19, but after a random visit to Simonov, he decides to meet them at the designated place. They don't tell him the time has changed to six instead of five, so he comes early. He got into an argument with the four of them after a short while, declaring all his hatred for society and using them as
a symbol of that. Eventually, they go without him to a secret brothel, and in his rage, an underground man follows them there to confront Zabarkov once and for all, regardless of whether he is beaten or not. He arrives at the brothel to find Zabarkov and the others have already retired with cows in other rooms. He then
meets Liza, a young woman with whom he goes to bed. Third excerpt The story cuts to Liza and the underground man lying quietly in the dark together. The underground man confronts Liza with an image of her future, in which she is not excited at first, but after challenging her personal utopian dreams (much like his
mockery of the Crystal Palace in Part A), she eventually realizes the plight of her position and how she will slowly become useless and come down more and more, until she is no longer wanted by anyone. The thought of Such a shameful death brings her to realize her position, and then she finds herself fascinated by
the underground man's seemingly scavenger grip on the destructive nature of society. He gives her his address and leaves. He then overcomes the fear that she will actually end up in his dilapidated apartment after appearing to her as such a heroine, and in the middle of an argument with his servant, she arrives. He
then curses her and takes back everything he told her, saying he was, in fact, laughing at her and repeating the truth of her miserable stance. Towards the end of his painful rage, he wakes up in tears after saying that he only asks that he have power over her and a desire to humiliate her. He begins to criticize himself and
is expressed because he is actually shaken by his poverty and embarrassed by his situation. Liza realizes how pitiful he is and hugs him gently. The underground man cries out they -- they won't let me -- I -- I can't be good! After all this, he's still acting terrible towards her, and before she leaves, he'll push her a five-ruble
bill, which she throws on the table (implying that the underground man engaged in sexual activity with Liza and that Hoover is compensation for her). He tries to catch her when she goes out on the street, but can't find her and never hears from her again. He tries to stop the pain in his heart by fantasizing. And isn't it
better, it won't be better?... Insult – after all, it's a purge; It's the most causal and painful consciousness! It wasn't until tomorrow that I would have sloshed her soul and served her heart. But now the insult will never die inside her, and as repulsive as the sequenta awaits her, the insult will elevate her, it will cleanse her...
He remembers that moment as making him miserable every time he thinks about it, and again proves the fact from the first part that his resentment of society and his inability to act like it makes him not be able to behave better than that. The concluding sentences are reminiscent of some of the topics explored in the first
part, telling the reader directly: I only carried to the extreme in my life what you dared not carry even halfway. The entire work ends with a note from the author that although there was more to the text, it seems we can stop here. Topics and the narration context of the underground man is packed with ideological
diversions and complex conversations about the political climate of the era. Dostoyevsky, who used his literature as a weapon of ideological discourse, challenges the ideologies of his time, especially nihilism and rational egoism. [6] In Part B, the rampage that the resistance targets Liza as they sit in the dark, and its
response to it, is an example of such discourse. Liza believes she can survive and rise through the ranks of her brothel as a means of achieving her dreams Good luck with the company. However, as the underground man pointes out in his rampage, such dreams are based on utopian trust not only in existing social
systems, but also in humanity's ability to avoid corruption and irrationality in general. The points made clear in part one about the underground man's enjoyment of being rude and refusing to seek medical help are his examples of how ideal rationality is inherently flawed for failing to take into account the darker and more
logical side of humanity. The stone wall is one of the symbols of the novel and represents all the barriers of the laws of nature that stand against man and his freedom. Simply put, the rule that two plus two equals four upsets the underground man because he wants the freedom to say two plus two equals five, but it's a
stone wall of the laws of nature standing up to him and against his free liberty. The political climate in the 1860s, Russia began to absorb western European ideas and culture at an accelerated rate, fostering an unstable local climate. There was mainly a growth in revolutionary activity that was part of a general
reorganization of the tsarum in which liberal reforms, enacted by a cumbersome autocracy, only caused a greater sense of tension in both politics and civil society. Many of Russia's intellectuals were involved in a discussion with westerners on the one hand, and the Slovopils on the other, who engaged in favoring
imports of Western reforms or promoting pan-Slavic traditions to address Russia's particular social reality. Although Alexander was released from the Serfs in 1861, Russia was still a traditional post-Medieval peasant society. When comments were made from the underground, there was intellectual agitation in
discussions about religious philosophy and various enlightened utopian ideas. [7] Work is a challenge, and a method of understanding, to the greater implications of the ideological drive towards a utopian society. The utopia largely touches on society's collective dream, but what has troubled the underground man is this
idea of collectivism. The point that the underground person makes is that people will eventually always be condemned against a collective idea of heaven; A utopian image like Crystal Palace will always fail because of the fundamental irrationality of humanity. The style of writing Although the novel was written in a
narrative for the first time, the self never really unfolds. The syntax can sometimes seem multilayered; The subject and verb are often at the beginning of the sentence before the object enters the depths of the narrator's thoughts. The narrator repeats many of his perceptions. In Chapter 11, the narrator refers to his
inferiority to everyone around him and describes listening to people as listening through a crack under the floorboards. The word underground actually comes from a bad translation to A better translation would be a crawl space: a space under the floorboards that isn't big enough for a human, but where rodents and
insects live. According to Russian folklore, it's also a place where evil spirits live. [Editing] external links and the legacy of the challenge posed by an underground man towards the idea of an enlightened society laid the groundwork for later writing. The work was described as probably the single most important source of



modern dystopia. [9] Comments from the underground influenced various writers and works in the fields of philosophy, literature, Film, including:[10] Writings of Friedrich Nietzsche Metamorphosis (1915), Novella by Franz Kafka The Invisible Man (1952), directed by Martin Scorsa Psycho American (1963) by Renee
Gerard Taxi Driver (1976), directed by Martin Scorsese American Psycho (1991) by Bret Easton Ellis[11] Notes from underground (1995), a film adaptation of Dostoyevsky's Novella [12] Inside (2012), directed by Turkish director Zeki Demircovoz, was inspired by Dostoyevsky's novella. English translations Since
underground comments were first published in Russian, there have been a number of English translations over the years, including: 1913. C.J. Hogarth. Letters from the underworld. Constance Garnett, amended by Ralph A. Matalaw, 1960. 1955. David Medlak. Notes from the resistance. 1961. Andrew R. McAndrew.
1969, Serge Lys reflected, 1972, Jesse Coulson, 1974. Mira Ginzburg. 1989. Michael R. Katz. 1991. Jane Kentish notes from the Resistance. 1994. Richard Faber and Larissa Volojonsky. Ronald Wilkes 2009. Boris Jacquim. 2014. Kirsten Lodge. Notes from the resistance. [1956, in 1956 existentialism from Dostoyevsky
to Sartre, New York: Meridian Books. An introduction was awarded: Dostoyevsky's gamble. pp. V.I.C. in comments from the underground, translated by B. Yekim. Grand Rapids, MI William B. Erdmans. A.H.: The views that brought Cchernshevsky to this vision were close to utilitarianism, meaning actions should be
judged in terms of utilitarianism. Usually it was a financial favor. In Chernieshevsky's rational egoism, ulterianism as a method overlaps with stillism as a destination: in essence, everyone's personal self-interest is for the whole society to thrive. The romantic hero, or is he antihero? Studies in the literary imagination.
Studies in the literary imagination. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Inertia got the better of me. As a conscious meeting with folded hands and also criticizing his apparent antithesis, actionmen and people of nature and truth about their active existence, like a
machine. Napp, Liza. 1985. The Power of Inertia in Dostoyevsky's Krotkaya. Dostoyevsky studies 6:143-56. – Through the University of Toronto. In 2013-11-01. In 1999, Scanlan's Thy program was held in 1999. The case against rational egoism in Dostoyevsky's remarks from the resistance. Journal of the History of
Ideas. In 1997, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was an underground member as Big Brother: Dostoyevsky and Orwell's anti-utopia. Penn State Press. In 2017, after Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu took place in 1973 in 1973. Problems with Dostoyevsky's poetics. Ann Arbor, M.I.: Ardis. In 150-1599, 150,000 in
1981, the boundaries of the genre existed in 2001: Dostoyevsky's diary of a writer and the traditions of literary utopia. Evanston, Arizona: Northwestern University. At 130 p. 130. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. The New Yorker.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ the beginning of the first episode of American Psycho, a paragraph was quoted from comments from dostoyevsky's underground. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. External links comments from the underground
in standard e-book notes from the underground in the Gutenberg project notes from an audiobook of underground public space in a LibriVox academic journal article about comments from the Underground, Conference, Fall 1998. Full text of comments from the underground in the Launchpad of the original Russian
EDSITEment comments from underground the theory of self-interest and comments from the underground retrieved from the
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